Feature Guide

Altair® Knowledge Studio®
What is Knowledge Studio?
Widely known for its industry-leading, patented Decision Trees, Strategy Trees, and its workflow and wizard-driven
graphical user interface, Knowledge Studio is an advanced data mining and predictive analytics workbench.

What does Knowledge Studio do?
With advanced predictive modeling capabilities, Knowledge Studio offers comprehensive predictive analytics for all phases
of the data mining cycle with focus on model development and deployment cycle.

Why Knowledge Studio?
Cost-effective and easy to use, Knowledge Studio is unique in its universality and efficiency. Its high-performance visual
environment provides users with an intuitive workflow and wizard-driven graphical user interface which helps users build
effective models without having to code.

Who can use Knowledge Studio?
Knowledge Studio is used by customers across a multitude of industries and departments such as credit risk, fraud,
marketing, sales, CRM analytics, and engineering. Business analysts and quantitative analysts gain access to more complex
functionality with configurable settings for fine tuning advanced model parameters to accommodate models of any
complexity.

Benefits
•

Increase data mining efficiency and minimize the learning curve. Build more models by spending less time coding!
Rated to be one of the best in its category by industry analysts and users – the powerful automated canvas enables
the creation of workflows in minutes, improving productivity and eliminating the need to write code.

•

Robust development & deployment of industry-compliant scorecards. Accelerate the traditionally tedious task of
coarse classing (binning) with a flexible and intelligent Weight of Evidence Optimizer (WOE).

•

Build and deploy prescriptive strategies faster than ever before.

•

Strategy Trees unique to Knowledge Studio combine customer segments, scores, business rules and calculations,
and apply user-defined treatments and actions to formulate business strategies that minimize loss and maximize
profits. Using a familiar tree framework, strategies can be developed both iteratively and interactively based on a
range of “what-if” scenarios and forecasts created by the strategy author.

•

Perform all advanced analytics tasks in a single environment.
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•

Knowledge Studio provides advanced predictive modeling capabilities including scorecard development,
regressions, decision trees, deep learning models (neural networks), and unsupervised learning techniques such as
market basket analysis, cluster analysis, and factor analysis.

•

Reduce coding time. Significantly enhance the model building experience without having to code. Simply build
advanced models using the graphical user interface.

•

Connect to many data formats and databases and effortlessly deploy your results. Easy integration into other
analytical environments enables data import and export to/from Text, Microsoft Excel, SAS, SPSS, R, Knowledge
Hub, and databases via ODBC. Automatic code generation allows users to deploy models in other rules engines
and environments. Code types include R, Python, SQL, SAS, SPSS, Java, PMML, and structured English code.

Knowledge Studio Business Applications and Use Cases
Credit Risk Scoring
Banks, credit card companies, and financial services institutions use Knowledge Studio for the development of credit
scorecards to screen and monitor their clients at all stages of the credit lifecycle.

Basel Accords Compliance
Financial institutions use Knowledge Studio to create models and reports required to comply with the requirements of
Basel Accords.

CRM and Marketing
Businesses implement Knowledge Studio in the development and execution of marketing and customer relationship
management (CRM) programs including: customer and market segmentation, cross sell and up-sell, churn and attrition,
next product recommendation, customer acquisition and targeting, and propensity modeling.

Collections and Debt Recovery
Organizations involved in the collection of debt use Knowledge Studio to identify clients likely to pay and estimate
amounts that can be recovered. These models are used for both the debt recovery operations as well as the evaluation of
debt portfolios.

Loyalty Programs
Companies adopting customer loyalty programs implement Knowledge Studio for the management of retention programs
by modeling customer behavior and response to marketing campaigns and promotions. Typical applications are in retail,
hospitality and entertainment, and travel programs.

Fraud and Money Laundering Detection
Organizations and government agencies concerned with fraudulent transactions use Knowledge Studio for the
development of models that score transactions for the likelihood of fraud. Similar models are also developed in
the area of money laundering detection. These models are commonly used by insurance companies, government agencies,
customs authorities, internet merchants and credit card operators.

Other Application Areas
These include human resources applications, B2B channel operations, tax compliance, medical research, marketing survey
analysis, predictive maintenance, and sentiment analysis, among others.

Key Differentiators of Knowledge Studio
•

Easy-to-use graphical user interface is rated to be one of the best in its category by industry analysts and users.
Point-and-click, workflow and wizard-driven interface is fast and easy to learn. The powerful automated canvas for
building, displaying, refreshing, and reusing analytic workflow enables the creation of a workflow in minutes with
a few simple drag-and-drop steps – eliminating the need to write code. Workflows can easily be re-run on updated
or refreshed data inputs.

•

Workflow execution features allow you to re-run individual nodes and segments of the workflow as well as the
entire process.

•

Scorecard building capabilities accelerate the traditionally tedious, manual task of coarse classing (binning) with a
flexible and intelligent Weight of Evidence Optimizer (WOE). The WOE binning editor uses the decision tree
interface and specialized optimization algorithms that are unique to Knowledge Studio. Reject inference methods
for scorecard development include: Proportional Assignment, Hard Cutoff, Parceling, and Fuzzy Augmentation.

•

Automatic SAS code generation for the whole Scorecard building workflow or any of its stages.

•

Segment Viewer can be used as a qualitative assessment tool to identify candidate predictor variables for use in
modeling. It displays the distribution charts of the independent variables segmented by the categories of the
dependent (target) variable. This allows for easy identification of variables with markedly different distributions
across the target categories.

•

Best-in-Class Decision Trees outperfom the competition, allow interactive automatic and manual growth and
visually display results for easy interpretation.

•

Ensemble Trees, built with random forest, bagging, and boosting algorithms, further enhance the user experience
enabling the creation of multiple trees in one go, and combining them in a single ensemble tree model.

•

Unique Strategy Trees are the first of its kind for building and deploying prescriptive strategies. Users are able to
combine customer segments, scores, business rules, and calculations, and apply user-defined treatments and
actions in order to support decisioning and the development of business strategies.

•

Model Analyzer provides an extensive set of model validation and comparison features as well as model
deployment tools. Model performance can be evaluated and compared using lift and cumulative lift charts, receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves and other charts. This feature allows users to provide management with
estimated response rates and lift for each model.

•

Visual Analytics via Knowledge Studio native charts, graphs, and reports make every stage of the data mining
process easily interpretable and presentable.

•

Automatic code generation for Knowledge Studio models can be deployed in other rule engines and environments.
Code types include R, Python, SQL, SAS, SPSS, Java, PMML, and structured English code.

•

Accurate and stable analytical algorithms: All algorithms and techniques used are industry-proven methods having
undergone many years of testing and validation.

•

Integration with R statistical software and Python language: Users can write R and Python programs within
Knowledge Studio software and embed them in Knowledge Studio workflows.

Key Features and Algorithms
•

Data preparation: random and stratified (balanced) sampling; creation of new variables using SQL expressions;
joining, appending, and aggregating datasets

•

Automatic helpers for binning and grouping of categories, substitution of missing values, generation of dummy
variables, calculation of weights, ratios, logarithms, standardization and power transformations.

•

Data profiling: Univariate statistics, variable charts, cross-tabulations, segmentation analysis, characteristic
analysis, correlation analysis, outlier detection and variable selection based on predictive power

•

Decision Trees: 6 different algorithms based on improved variants of CHAID, CART and C4.5 algorithms.

•

Advanced predictive models: linear and logistic regression, PLS regression, constrained regression, regularization,
deep learning models (neural networks).

•

Scorecards based on logistic regression; scorecard editor for modifying scorecards based on business knowledge
and rules.

•

Cluster Analysis and Factor Analysis.

•

Market Basket Analysis.

•

Survival Analysis (requires R integration feature).

•

Model selection, validation, and cross-validation.

•

Model performance evaluation: cumulative and standard lift charts & reports, K-S diagrams, ROC charts, profit
curves, K-S, c, and Gini statistics, confusion matrix, KL-statistic.

•

Model deployment: Scoring Knowledge Studio datasets and automatic generation of SAS, SQL, SPSS, PMML and Java
code for all model types.

•

In-Database Analytics: perform data mining tasks directly in enterprise data warehouse tables via ODBC, without
the need to import or export data files. Supports Teradata®, Microsoft® SQL Server, Microsoft® SQL Server Parallel
Data Warehouse, and Oracle® databases.

Workflows and Usability Features
Knowledge Studio has an intuitive, easy-to-use graphical user interface with workflow design features.
•

Point-and-click, drag-and-drop workflow and wizard-driven interface. Dockable tabs for side-by-side viewing.

•

All trees, charts and reports can be copied to Microsoft Office applications (Word, Excel, PowerPoint) for easy
compilation of reports.

•

Visual workflows define data mining processes in terms of operational nodes and data flows. They automate all
stages - from data preparation to model evaluation and generation of deployment code.

•

Workflows are easily constructed in a visual, interactive way by dragging, dropping and connecting process nodes
on the visual canvas and specifying their inputs and parameters.

•

Entire workflows and their segments can be easily re-run on updated or refreshed data inputs.

•

Nodes can be auto-aligned or snapped to grid which can be shown or hidden.

•

Automatic SAS code generation for all workflow stages.

•

Pan and zoom for viewing and manipulating complex workflows; Multiple workflow tabs in a single project.

•

Cut, copy and paste functions for individual nodes and workflow layouts.

•

Undo the deletion of nodes and layout changes.

•

Automatic self-documentation of workflows is provided for auditing and reporting. The analytic trail is saved in a
series of snapshots in a Word document. Available for workflows, their segments, and specifically for modeling
nodes.

Data Preparation
Dataset-level transformations include join, filtering join, append, aggregate and deduplicate operations.
New variables can be defined using SQL expressions in the variable transformations’ wizard. SQL expressions for variable
transformation can be applied to multiple variables at a time.
Automatic generation of expressions using Helpers is available for common transformations, such as:
•

Binning of discrete and continuous variables.

•

Ratios, sums, and logarithmic transformations.

•

Substitution of missing values.

•

Calculation of weights for balanced samples.

•

Generation of dummy variables.

•

Generation of interaction terms.

•

Standardization and rescaling of numeric variables.

Special missing values are defined using a wizard in the Variable Transformations node.

Functions list contains standard functions for SQL expressions, various mathematical, string, and date/time functions. The
Operators list contains arithmetic, logical, and bitwise operators.
Functions simplifying model development process:
•

Variable Selection node helps select model variables based on measures of predictive power.

•

Schema node creates reusable templates for selecting input variables for models.

Advanced data preparation for scorecard development:
•

Generation of Weight of Evidence (WOE) variables using decision tree interface.

•

Advanced WOE binning optimizations ensure monotonic trends, equal-size bins, and prevent null WOE values.

•

Weight of Evidence Templates for reusing WOE transformations.

Data Profiling
Data profiling and exploration features include:
•

A wide range of univariate statistics: Measures of central tendency and dispersion, tests for normality and location,
quantiles, extreme observations, and confidence interval.

•

Automatic plotting of variables with customized plots and charts.

•

Cross-tabulations.

•

Segmentation analysis.

•

Characteristic Analysis.

•

Correlation analysis with four measures (Pearson, Spearman, Kendall's Tau, and Hoeffding).

•

Use of weight variables.

•

Exploring predictive power of variables to select the best predictors of a dependent variable.

•

Chart Library for saving and organizing visual results from datasets and trees.

•

Outlier Detector identifies and flags outlier data using one of the four available methods: Univariate Distance,
Mahalanobis Distance, Decision Tree and Clustering.

Sampling and Partitioning
Interactive wizards provide the ability to partition and sample the data using random and balanced (stratified sampling)
methods. Random seeds can be specified to allow the repeatability of samples.
•

Automatic checks on the number of records and feasibility of samples.

•

Visual display of status and unassigned records.

•

The partition summary report shows the statistics for the defined partitions.

Decision Trees
Knowledge Studio decision tree module offers the following features:
•

Six algorithms based on variants of CHAID, CART, and C4.5 algorithms along with three split search methods of
Cluster, Forward Exhaustive and Exhaustive.

•

Categorical and continuous dependent variables.

•

Interactive and automatic growing of the tree.

•

Extensive algorithm control and user preferences.

•

Force Split (with Optimal Binning option) and Edit Split features allowing manual intervention in tree growth.

•

AutoGrow option to allow or prevent split on the same variable on two consecutive levels.

•

Splits can be copied and pasted to one or multiple nodes in the same or different tree.

•

Visual interface with tree map, profile chart, node reports, tagging of nodes, collapsing/expanding branches, pan,
zoom and variable search capabilities.

•

Dynamic node-monitoring charts showing the distribution of variables within tree nodes.

•

Tree validation and accuracy calculation.

•

Category colors and node annotation.

•

Easy copying and pasting of trees, node data, and charts to MS Office.

•

Node comment feature.

•

Automatic generation of deployment code for the tree as a whole or for specific contexts (tagged nodes, subbranches):
•

Natural language (English) o Generic pseudo-code

•

SAS code

•

SPSS code

•

SQL (CASE syntax)

•

SQL (Function syntax) o SQL (SELECT syntax)

•

R code

•

Python code

•

Java code

•

PMML

Ensemble Trees
Three ensemble models based on Decision Trees:
•

Random Forests

•

Bagging (Bootstrap Aggregating)

•

Boosting

Automatic translation of models to scoring code in SAS, R, and Python.

Regression Models
Knowledge Studio offers the option to develop regression models of several types with flexible control of advanced
options.

Key features and algorithms include:
•

Linear and logistic regression.

•

Constrained regression for solving regression problems under constraints imposed on the coefficients.

•

Regularization (Regularized Least Squares with 3 methods: Lasso, Ridge regression, and Elastic Net).

•

Partial least squares regression (PLS).

•

Binary and multinomial dependent variables supported in logistic regression.

•

Automatic generation of dummy variables for nominal independent variables.

•

Variable selection methods: forward, backward, stepwise, R-squared, and user-defined order. Option to force
variables into the model.

•

Automatic calculation of Variance Inflation Factors.

•

Four standard link functions and two optimizers for use in logistic regression.

•

Automatic checking of collinear variables and linearly separable variables.

•

Automatic translation of models to scoring code in SAS, SQL Function, PMML.

•

Logistic Regression models with binary dependent variable can be converted to scorecards.

Dynamic WOE binning optimization in regression models - The boundaries of Weight of Evidence bins can be automat-ically
adjusted while training the model. A dataset with adjusted bins for WOE variables is an additional optional output of the
wizard.

Standard Scorecards

Scorecards are built on the basis of logistic regression models developed with variables optimally binned using Weight of
Evidence (WOE). This format is widely used in the credit scoring industry. Scorecards can also be manually customized.
•

Automated generation of Weight of Evidence (WOE) variables using decision tree interface and advanced WOE
binning optimization algorithms.

•

Auto-adjustment of boundaries of Weight of Evidence bins while training the logistic regression model.

•

Manual editing of WOE values.

•

WOE node in workflow.

•

WOE transformations can be saved as templates for reuse.

•

WOE transformation report.

•

Scorecard scaling parameters defined in a wizard: Points to Double the Odds (PDO), base points, reverse scaling,
and odds at base points.

•

Scorecards are generated in standard tabular form that can be copied and pasted into Microsoft Office
applications.

•

Scorecard Editor enables manual changes in score points and base score and evaluates their effect on scorecard
performance using Model Analyzer charts.

•

Population Stability Report for measuring and monitoring the scorecard performance statistics.

•

Scorecards can be scored on Knowledge Studio datasets or exported to SAS, SQL or PMML code

•

Scorecard performance can be assessed using Model Analyzer.

Reject Inference Methods for Credit Application Scorecard Development
Four reject inference methods are provided to aid credit application scorecard development. They infer the behavior of
rejected applicants, reducing selection bias and ensuring more accurate and realistic performance of credit scoring models
for all applicants. The available methods include:

•

Proportional Assignment

•

Hard Cut-off

•

Parceling

•

Fuzzy Augmentation

Deep Learning models (neural networks)
Deep Learning models based on multilayer neural networks offer the following key features:
•

User-defined number of hidden layers and number of neurons per layer.

•

Automatic conversion of nominal variables to indicator variables, with automatic scaling of all numeric variables.

•

Four standard activation functions.

•

Solution optimization algorithms include Conjugate Gradient, Classical Back-Propagation, and BFGS.

•

Algorithm performance is controlled using learning rate, momentum terms, accuracy, and rate of change in the
error function.

•

Use of a test partition to prevent model overfitting.

•

Model weights and network formulas

•

Generation of scores and cross-validation.

•

Automatic translation of models to SAS, SQL Function, and PMML code.

Cluster Analysis
Two standard clustering algorithms are supported in Altair Knowledge Studio: K-Means and Expectation Maximization (EM).
Both models offer the following features:
•

Automatic generation of indicator variables for nominal variables.

•

The ability to build multiple clustering models and compare them using a variety of cluster quality measures, with
automatic selection of the best model.

•

Model comparison criteria: CCC, R2, and pseudo F statistic.

•

Results include the number of records per cluster, cluster goodness measures, and the distance to the center of
the nearest (and second nearest) cluster

•

Use segment viewer to explore the distribution of all the variables in the clusters allowing a business description
of the cluster model.

•

Cluster description include the mea-sure of relevance of each variable to different clusters.

•

Automatic generation of scoring code in SAS, SQL Function, and PMML

Factor Analysis / PCA
Factor Analysis and Principal Component Analysis models are supported for reducing large sets of continuous variables
into smaller sets of variables. The basic features of this module are:
•

Use of VARIMAX rotation to improve the quality of the components.

•

User-defined cut-off of percent of variance to keep in the reduced set of variables.

•

Wizard-driven scoring and calculation of new components.

•

Full details of eigenvalues, eigenvectors, loadings, and scoring equations.

Market Basket Analysis
Market Basket Analysis is a data mining technique for discovering associations between items or events. Association rules
can be used to build strategies for product promotions, placement, cross-sell, and so on.

Knowledge Studio provides the following capabilities for Market Basket Analysis and its applications:
•

Deriving association rules from historical data.

•

Visualizing the degree of attraction or repellence between items.

•

Graphical representation of the rank of association rules with respect to their lift or confidence.

•

Applying association rules to new data to produce recommendations.

•

Automatic generation of SQL and SAS code for association rules to deploy them in databases or in SAS system. Automatic
translation of association rules into English.

Model Evaluation and Comparison
Knowledge Studio tools provide an extensive set of model evaluation and comparison features. These include:
•

All models can be validated against a validation partition or dataset producing a validation report with comparison
statistics and confusion matrix.

•

Model Selector provides the ability to select the best model based on several metrics: Accuracy, AUC, Gini Index,
Mean Squared Error (MSE)

•

Cross Validation.

•

Comparison of models using lift, cumulative lift, KS charts and ROC charts. Goodness of Fit measures.

•

Lift and Cumulative Lift reports.

•

Automatic calculation of Gini, c, KL and KS statistics.

•

Full customization of chart options with easy copying to MS Office applications.

•

Validation tools and charts accept results of models developed with other software such as SAS and SPSS and
compare them with those developed in Knowledge Studio.

•

Validation results of decision tree models display differences between learning and validation results on a node-bynode basis.

•

Variable Importance estimation measures and rates the contribution of variables to an existing or potential model.

•

Model Analyzer charts are provided in Scorecard Editor for instant evaluation of manual edits on the scorecard
performance.

Strategy Trees
Strategy Trees are used to develop, optimize and deploy strategies based on user-defined data segmentation and metrics,
often using modeling results. They offer the following features:
•

The strategy is defined as a combination of a predictive model represented in a decision tree framework, a set of
KPIs (key performance indicators) and treatments (user-defined actions).

•

Different dependent variables can be defined at different nodes in the tree, and two dependent variables can be
displayed at one node. This enables analysts to develop complex strategies that address different objectives at
different levels.

•

Conditional treatments can be defined depending on KPI values at the nodes.

•

Treatments can be defined for both terminal and non-terminal nodes to ensure deployment flexibility.

•

Strategies can be validated and tested against datasets or partitions.

•

Strategies can be optimized using an optimization module that uses mixed integer linear programming engine to
allocate optimal values of treatments (for example, proposed credit limit increase) under a set of linear
constraints.

•

Strategies can be deployed by generating treatment lists (scores) or by automatically converting the strategy tree
to SAS, SQL, R, Python, SPSS, Java, or PMML code.

Optimization
Optimization algorithms provided in Knowledge Studio maximize or minimize a user-defined metrics representing
business objectives while maintaining multiple business constraints. Linear and nonlinear optimization can be performed
on both dataset level and record level. Users can quickly and easily formulate optimization problems for complex business
problems, test multiple scenarios, and visualize results.

Versatile Problem Formulation Interface
•

Wizards automate most common optimization problems such as Simple Budget Optimization allowing to specify
costs, budgets, and revenues without writing equations.

•

Special dialogs for common portfolio-level problems such as channel optimization, credit portfolio risk
assessment, and large-scale routing.

•

No coding required to formulate linear optimization problems.

•

Advanced SQL expression editor for more complex problem formulations allows defining linear and nonlinear
objective functions using SQL style code; simple definition of decision and problem variables, initial conditions and
dependencies; linear & box constraints.

•

Automatic generation of the final customer/record-level treatment strategy.

Multiple advanced algorithms for linear and nonlinear optimization:
•

Linear programming solver COIN-OR LP based on the revised Simplex method

•

Boundary and Linear Equality/ Inequality Constrained Optimization (BLEIC) based on the ALGLIB library

•

IPOPT solver

•

Bonmin solver supports continuous and mixed-integer solutions

Defining Constraints
•

Linear and nonlinear constraints including complex aggregate functions

•

Channel constraints for per-treatment budgets. Overall constraints for total campaign budgets.

•

Customized linear or box constraints created using an expression editor

What-if scenarios
•

Intuitive drag-and-drop interface for creating custom what-if scenarios

•

Different scenarios easily organized into different optimization nodes

•

Simple comparison using drag-and-drop split screen features

Integration with R
Integration with R Statistical Software is an optional feature that allows the user to write R programs within Knowledge
Studio software and embed them into Knowledge Studio workflows. Thus, all the versatile data manipulation functions and
data mining algorithms present in R can be used within the Knowledge Studio application. Workflow continuity is
preserved, since users of R do not need to switch from Knowledge Studio software to R and back when working on their
projects.
•

R code is written within R process nodes in the Knowledge Studio workflow. The outputs of R process nodes can
be used as regular Knowledge Studio datasets in further workflow operations in Knowledge Studio.

•

R packages representing any algorithms can be loaded in your R code within Knowledge Studio.

•

Survival Analysis node with a wizard is provided to automatically generate and execute R code for predicting timeto-event data.

•

R reporting functions can be leveraged by producing and viewing PDF outputs.

•

Rerunning Knowledge Studio workflows also re-executes R program nodes embedded in the workflow.

Integration with Python
The Python language Integration feature allows you to write Python language code within the Python Code process node in
the Knowledge Studio workflow and use its outputs in subsequent operations in Knowledge Studio.

Integration with Knowledge Hub
For added data exploration and preparation functionality Knowledge Hub easily integrates with Knowledge Studio.
•

Knowledge Studio datasets can be exported to Knowledge Hub.

•

Knowledge Hub files can be imported into Knowledge Studio datasets.

•

10 Knowledge Studio models can be published to Knowledge Hub. These models are Decision Trees, Strategy
Trees, Logistic and Linear Regressions, Scorecards, Edited Scorecards, Deep Learning (neural networks),
Constrained Regressions, Regularized Regressions, and Cluster Analysis.

Integration with Tableau and Qlik
Knowledge Studio includes integration with two types of business intelligence software for interactive data visualization:
Tableau® and Qlik®. Integration with Tableau and Qlik is supported in the desktop mode and in the client/server mode for
Windows and Linux.
Integration with Tableau Server and Tableau Desktop allows users to create workbooks for Tableau dashboards and share
them throughout the organization from within the Knowledge Studio application framework.
Integration with QlikView provides the ability to create visualizations and dashboards with QlikView directly within
Knowledge Studio Workflows.

In-database Analytics
The optional Knowledge Studio In-Database Analytics driver gives analysts the same robust analytics experience as working
with data locally in a separate analytical processing environment. Connecting directly to a parallelized and optimized data
warehouse to perform data profiling, data visualization and decision tree analysis provides significant analytical
performance improvements.
The driver supports Teradata®, Microsoft® SQL Server, Microsoft® SQL Server Parallel Data Warehouse, Oracle®, and
Netezza™ databases, with native ODBC drivers required for each respective database.
In-database analytics with Knowledge Studio software products are available in desktop and client-server mode, with
concurrent or named-user licensing.

Supported In-Database Analytics Features
Knowledge Studio In-Database Analytics driver supports data preparation, data profiling, decision trees and strategy trees,
validation and deployment of decision tree models and strategies, and model analyzer.
Both model creation and model execution are supported in the In-Database Analytics mode, which enables complete
analytics workflow within the database - from model development to deployment.

Batch Processing and Logging Capabilities
In addition to using the interactive GUI to access the modules of Altair Knowledge Studio, the underlying commands used
to execute the operations can be revealed. The Knowledge Studio analytic engine is executing a version of SQL (DMX with
Data Mining Extensions– a Microsoft standard).
The command history and the summary of the project activity log are automatically generated and stored. These
requirements are essential for compliance with Basel Accords.
Knowledge Studio user interface provides tools for automatic generation of scripts in Knowledge Studio query language
from any workflow. Automatic generation of scripts from modeling and scoring nodes is provided specifically for batch
deployment of models.

Process Documentation Automation
Automatic self-documentation of workflows is provided for auditing and reporting. The analytic trail is saved in a series of
snapshots in a Word document.

Automatic documentation of modelling nodes specifically documents modeling activities.

Software Configurations
Knowledge Studio is available in the desktop and server-based configurations.
Desktop configuration: Knowledge Studio can be installed directly on a local Windows PC for single-user access. In this
scenario, both the Knowledge Studio client and the data mining engine reside on the local drive. The data mining engine
processes datasets stored in a local working directory or a network drive accessible from the local machine, or database
tables accessed with the in-database analytics driver.
Data can be imported into analysis datasets from any data sources accessible from the local machine.
All data mining computations and the presentation of results are performed on the local PC.
Server-based configurations: The server-based configurations leverage server resources and centralize data into a secure
and controlled environment. All computations take place in the data mining engine on the server.
There are three server-based configuration options.
•

Conventional Client/Server configuration: Knowledge Studio Server is installed on the application server (Windows
or Linux); Knowledge Studio Workstation (client) is installed on the end users’ PCs, or on a server hosting the client
for multiple users (for example, a Citrix server). Users connect to Knowledge Studio Server from the client
application via TCP protocol, default port 5470.

•

Remote Desktop Connection (Windows server only): Users log in to the Windows server remotely and run the
standalone Knowledge Studio Workstation on the server. Users need remote login rights on the server. No client on
the users’ PCs.

•

Application Delivery via Citrix or other methods (Windows server only): Users run the standalone Knowledge Studio
on the server via Citrix XenApp or similar application delivery methods. Knowledge Studio application icon may be
on their desktops, but the client application is not installed.

Data can be imported for analysis from any data sources accessible from the server.

Licensing
Two licensing systems are supported for Knowledge Works applications: Altair HyperWorks Units™ licensing and
Registration-key licensing.
Altair HyperWorks Units is a value-based license management system enabling metered usage of an entire suite of
products. All Altair Knowledge Works™ products have a capability to use a single pool of recyclable HyperWorks Units.
In Registration-Key Licensing, Registration keys issued by Altair are used by the end users to acquire licenses online from
the Altair License Fulfillment Server (ALFS) – a secure self-service license generation website. These licenses are normally
tied to user IDs and locked to the host machine ID. In the client/server configuration, they are only locked to the server
machine, not the client.
All Knowledge Works products are enabled for a single pool of recyclable HyperWorks Units. The Text Analytics Add-on is
only available with registration-key licensing.

Documentation, Help, Tutorials, and Training

Knowledge Studio comes with extensive online documentation and help. It also contains a tutorial that covers the essential
elements of the product.
In addition, Altair offers regular training courses on the product. The courses cover the basic background of the
algorithms, implementation scenarios as well as the use of the product and industry best practices.
Training courses can be web-based or held at client’s site upon request. Customized training courses are also available.

Supported Desktop Platforms
•

Windows 7

•

Windows 8 and 8.1

•

Windows 10

Only 64-bit platforms are supported.

Supported Server Platforms
•

Windows Server 2008 R2

•

Windows Server 2012 R2

•

Windows Server 2016

•

Windows Server 2019

•

Linux on the x86-64 platform:

•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.x and 7.x

•

CentOS 6.x and 7.x
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About Knowledge Works
Altair is a global leader in delivering advanced analytics to businesses looking to improve performance across risk,
marketing and sales. Altair removes the complexity inherent with predictive analytics and machine learning with a platform
that is intuitive to use and rich in features. It is designed so that Data Scientists and Data Citizens alike can build models
used to help solve business problems.
For more information, visit https://www.datawatch.com/in-action/angoss.

Toronto Office
330 Bay Street, Suite 200
Toronto, Ontario, M5H 2S8
Canada
Tel: 416-593-1122
Fax: 416-593-5077

Worldwide Locations
Altair Knowledge Works™ (formerly Datawatch)
altair.com/knowledgeworks
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